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0. Abstract
Standard Chinese is written in two forms: Simplified Chinese (SC), used in the PRC and
Singapore, and Traditional Chinese (TC), used in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macao, and among most
overseas Chinese. A common fallacy is that there is a straightforward correspondence between
the two systems, and that conversion between them merely requires mapping from one character
set to another, such as from GB 2312-80 to Big Five.

Although many code conversion tools are mere implementations of this fallacy, nothing can be
further from the truth. There are major differences between the systems on various levels:
character sets, encoding methods, orthography (choice of characters), vocabulary (choice of
words), and even semantics (word meanings).

With the growing importance of East Asia in the world economy, localization and translation
companies face an urgent need to convert between SC and TC, but must contend with such
obstacles as: (1) current conversion tools produce unacceptable results, (2) the lack of knowledge
to develop good conversion tools, (3) no access to high quality dictionary data, and (4) the high
cost of manual conversion.

In 1996, the CJK Dictionary Publishing Society (CDPS) launched a project to investigate these
issues in-depth, and to build a comprehensive SC<>TC database (now at 700,000 items and
growing) whose goal is to enable conversion software to achieve near 100% accuracy. The CDPS
is collaborating with Basis Technology in developing the sophisticated segmentation technology
required to achieve this.

This paper explains the complex issues involved, and shows how this new, Unicode-based
technology can significantly reduce the time and costs of Chinese localization and translation
projects.

1. Introduction

1.1 Historical Background

The forms of Chinese characters (�, KjQ]u) underwent a great deal of change over the several
thousand years of their history. Many calligraphic styles, variant forms, and typeface designs
have evolved over the years. Some of the full, complex forms were elevated to the rank of
"correct characters" (8, ]KqQJ]u), while the bewildering plethora of variants were often
relegated to the status of "vulgar forms" (¬, V~]u).

Soon after the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the new regime launched
a vigorous campaign to implement large-scale written language reforms. In the 1950s, Mao
Zedong and Zhou Enlai led the way by announcing that character simplification was a high
priority task. In 1952, the Committee on Language Reform was established to study the problem
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in-depth, and to undertake the task of compiling lists of simplified characters.

As a result of these activities, various written language reforms were undertaken, the most
important of which include: the development of a standardized romanization system known as
pinyin, limiting the number of characters in daily use, and the drastic simplification of thousands
of character forms. Although at one point the ultimate goal was to abolish the use of Chinese
characters altogether and to replace them with a romanized script, this policy was abandoned in
favor of character form simplification.

Various simplified character lists were published in the subsequent years, the most well-known of
which is the “definitive” Comprehensive List of Simplified Characters (Uë,�= ML�QKXj]u
]IQJEL�R) published in 1964, which was reissued several times with minor revisions. The latest
edition, published in 1986, lists 2244 simplified characters [Zongbiao 1986].

Taiwan and Hong Kong, and most overseas Chinese, did not follow the path of simplification.
Taiwan, in particular, has adhered fairly strictly to the traditional forms. The Taiwanese Ministry
of Education has published various character lists, such as the ýà,îk,©= (FKiQJ\zQJ
JXy]u EL�R]KaQ ]uW+EL�R), which enumerates 4808 characters, as guidelines for correct character
forms.

1.2 Simplified and Traditional Chinese

Although the most important difference between Simplified Chinese and Traditional Chinese lies
in character form, there are, as we shall see, also differences in character sets, encoding methods,
and choice of vocabulary.

From a practical point of view, the term Simplified Chinese typically refers to a Chinese text that
meets the following conditions:

1. Character forms: SC must be written with the simplified character forms (unless no
simplified form exists).

2. Character Sets: SC normally uses the GB 2312-80 character set, or its expanded version
called GBK.

3. Encoding: SC normally consists of GB 2312-80 text encoded in EUC-CN, or in HZ used
for Internet data transmission.

4. Vocabulary: Choice of vocabulary follows the usage in mainland China.

Similarly, the term Traditional Chinese typically refers to a Chinese text that meets the
following conditions:

1. Character forms: TC must be written with the traditional character forms.
2. Character Sets: TC normally uses the Big Five character set.
3. Encoding: TC is normally encoded in Big Five.
4. Vocabulary: Choice of vocabulary follows the usage in Taiwan or Hong Kong.

Only the first of these is a necessary condition. “Simplified” Chinese, by definition, cannot be
written with the traditional character forms, except in those cases where a traditional form has no
corresponding simplified form. Similarly, “Traditional” Chinese must not be written in the
simplified forms, with some minor exceptions, such as in certain proper nouns. Character sets and
encoding methods are less restricted, as described in section 1.4 below.

There is also some variation in vocabulary usage. Taiwanese texts, for example, may include
some PRC-style vocabulary, while Singaporean texts may follow Taiwanese-style, rather than
PRC-style, computer terminology. Nevertheless, on the whole, the terms Simplified Chinese and
Traditional Chinese are used as defined above.
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1.3 The Nature of the Problem

The language reforms in the PRC have had a major impact on the Chinese written language.
From the point of view of processing Chinese data, the most relevant issues are:

1. Many character forms underwent major simplifications, to the point where they are no
longer recognizable from their traditional forms, e.g. TC � : 6& V.

2. In numerous cases, one simplified form corresponds to two or more traditional forms
(less frequently the reverse is also true), e.g. SC V maps to TC � and V. Normally
only one of these is the correct one, depending on the context.

3. Sometimes, one simplified form maps to multiple traditional forms, any of which may be
correct, depending on the context.

4. The GB 2312-80 standard used for SC is incompatible with the Big Five standard used
for TC, resulting in numerous missing characters on both sides.

Item (2) above is the central issue in SC-to-TC conversion, and is what this paper focuses on. The
“classical” example given in such discussions are the traditional characters Q  and Ã ,
etymologically two distinct characters, which were merged into the single simplified form ¦.
The table below shows these and other examples of SC forms that map to multiple TC forms.

Table 1: SC-to-TC One-to-Many Mappings

SC Source TC Target Meaning TC Example

¦ I� Q emit ÏQ start off

¦ Ij Ã hair �Ã hair

G J�Q S dry Sº dry

G JjQ N trunk �N able, strong

G J�Q G intervene GÞ interfere with

G JjQ { tree trunk ={ central figure

7 PLjQ � noodles D� noodle soup

7 PLjQ 7 face 7L mask

ã KzX a after aþ day after tomorrow

ã KzX ã queen `ã queen

As can be seen, successfully converting such SC forms to their corresponding TC forms depends
on the context, usually the word, in which they occur. Often, the conversion cannot be done by
merely mapping one codepoint to another, but must be based on larger linguistic units, such as
words.

There are hundreds of other simplified forms that correspond to two or more traditional ones,
leading to ambiguous, one-to-many mappings that depend on the context. In this paper, such
mappings may be referred to as polygraphic, since one simplified character, or graph, may
correspond to more than one traditional (graphic) character, or vice versa.
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1.4 Character Sets and Encodings

This paper does not aim to present a detailed treatment of Chinese character sets and encoding
methods. This can be found in Ken Lunde's outstanding book CJKV Information Processing
[Lunde 1999]. This section gives only a brief overview of some of the important issues, since our
main goal is to deal with the higher level linguistic issues.

SC typically uses the GB 2312-80 (GB0) character set, or its expanded version called GBK, and
is typically encoded in EUC-CN. For Internet data transmission, it is often encoded in HZ, or in
the older zW. TC is typically encoded in Big Five, and less frequently in EUC-TW based on the
Taiwanese CNS 11643-1992 (Chinese National Standard) character set.

In Japan, some wordprocessors handle Chinese characters via the JIS X 0208:1997 character set
plus extensions. Similarly, it is possible to encode Chinese in the Korean character set KS X
1001:1992. However, in neither case are sufficient numbers of TC or SC characters available to
adequately serve for general Chinese usage. This by no means exhausts the list of character sets
for encoding Chinese (CCCII is an older Taiwanese standard still in use), and shows how
complicated the situation is.

From the point of view of SC<>TC code conversion, one major issue is that GB 2312-80 is
incompatible with Big Five. The former contains 6763 characters, as opposed to 13,053
characters in the latter. Approximately one-third of the GB 2312-80 characters are simplified
forms not present in Big Five. This leads to many missing characters on both sides, as shown in
the table below.

Table 2: GB and BIG Five Incompatibilities

Hanzi GB0 (EUC) Big Five Unicode

� * C059 982D

Q * B56F 767C

Ý * AD70 8A08

	 CDB7 * 5934

¦ B7A2 * 53D1

v BCC6 * 8BA1

G B8C9 A47A 5E72

¡ C0EF A8BD 91CC

The difficulties in SC<>TC conversion are not limited to the GB 2312-80 and Big Five character
sets. In fact, Big Five contains only a subset of traditional forms, while GB 2312-80, surprisingly,
does not contain some simplified forms, as shown in the table below.
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Table 3: SC-to-TC Mappings not in GB and Big Five

SC Unicode SC Source TC Target TC Unicode

7EBB � 
 7D35

8BEA ¿ M 8B78

8D51 & é 8D14

94D4 © ä 930F

9613 è µ 95E0

98CF ¤ � 98BA

9978 M Ù 9904

9A89 ^ @ 9A6B

9C97 l × 9C02

9E40 � % 9D50

The international standard ISO-2022:1994 [ISO 1994] attempted to address these incompatibility
issues by establishing a portmanteau encoding system in which escape sequence mechanisms
signal a switch between character sets, but this fell short of a complete solution.

The advent of the international character set Unicode/ISO 10646 [Unicode 1996] has solved
many of the problems associated with SC<>TC code conversion. With a Unicode-enabled system,
it is possible to represent all Big Five and GB 2312-80 codepoints, and to display them in the
same document, since Unicode is a superset of both these standards. This greatly simplifies
SC<>TC conversion at the codepoint level. Although there are some issues that still need to be
addressed (e.g. numerous characters have been excluded from the current version [Meyer 1998]),
Unicode has effectively solved the problems caused by incompatibility between the Big Five and
GB 2312-80 character sets.

2. The Four Conversion Levels
The process of automatically converting SC to TC (and, to a lesser extent, TC to SC) is full of
complexities and pitfalls. The conversion can be implemented on four levels, in increasing order
of sophistication, from a simplistic code conversion that generates numerous errors, to a
sophisticated approach that takes the semantic and syntactic context into account and aims to
achieve near-perfect results. Each of these levels is described below.

Table 4: The Four Conversion Levels

Level 1 Code Character-to-character, code-based substitution

Level 2 Orthographic Word-to-word, character-based conversion

Level 3 Lexemic Word-to-word, lexicon-based conversion

Level 4 Contextual Word-to-word, context-based translation
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2.1 Level 1: Code Conversion

2.1.1 Basic Concepts

The easiest, but most unreliable, way to convert SC to TC, or vice versa, is to do so on a
codepoint-to-codepoint basis; that is, to do a simple substitution by replacing a source codepoint
of one character set (such as GB 2312-80 (EUC) 0xB9FA for SC Ò) with a target codepoint of
another character set (such as Big Five 0xB0EA for TC à) by looking the source up in a hard-
coded, one-to-one mapping table.

This kind of conversion can be described as character-to-character, code-based substitution, and
is referred to as code conversion, because the units participating in the conversion process are
limited to single codepoints. That is, the text stream is not parsed into higher level linguistic units,
but is treated merely as a sequence of code values of discrete multiple-byte characters.

The following is an example of a one-to-one code mapping table.

Table 5: Code Mapping Table

SC Source GB0 (EUC) TC Target BIG Five Omitted Candidates

Ï B3F6 Ï A558 8

¦ B7A2 Q B56F Ã

G B8C9 N A47A S G {
l B0B5 l B774 �

¡ C0EF ¶ B8CC ¡ ¤
V D5F7 � BC78 V

½ C3C5 U AAF9

9 CCC0 D B4F6

Since such tables map each source character to only one target character, the other possible
candidates (shown in the “Omitted Candidates” column) are ignored, which frequently results in
incorrect conversion.

For example, an SC string such as 	¦ ‘hair’ is not treated as a single unit, but is converted
character by character. Since SC 	 maps only to TC �, the conversion succeeds. On the other
hand, since SC ¦ ‘hair’ maps to both TC Ã ‘hair’ and TC Q 'emit', the conversion may fail.
That is, if the table maps ¦ to Q, which is often the case, the result will be the nonsensical �

Q. ‘head’ + ‘emit.’ On the other hand, if the table maps ¦ to Ã, 	¦ will be correctly
converted to �Ã, but other common words, such as SC Ï¦ ‘depart’, will be converted to the
nonsensical ÏÃ ‘go out’ + ‘hair.’

These problems are compounded if each element of a compound word maps to more than one
character (polygraphic compounds), since the number of permutations grows geometrically, as
shown in the table below.
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Table 6: SC-to-TC Polygraphic Compounds

SC Source Meaning Correct TC Other TC Candidates

NV characteristic N� NV

Ï¦ start off ÏQ ÏÃ 8Ã 8Q
Gº dry Sº Gº Nº {º
l¡ secretly l¶ l¡ �¡ �¶ l¤ �¤
�¡ long distance �¡ �¡ �¶ �¶ �¤ �¤
 � a swing {�  �  � {�

It is self-evident that, when there are several candidates to chose from, there is a high probability
that a one-to-one code converter will output the incorrect combination. This demonstrates that
code conversion cannot be relied upon to give accurate results without (often significant) human
intervention.

2.1.2 The Conversion Process

Code conversion can be implemented in three different ways, in increasing order of
sophistication:

1. Simplistic conversion: This refers to system based on one-to-one mapping tables in
which the target codepoint is one of several alternatives selected without sufficiently
considering its frequency of occurrence. Simplistic conversion frequently leads to
unacceptable results, and requires considerable effort in human post-editing.
Unfortunately, many conversion utilities take this approach. Its only advantage is that it is
easy and inexpensive to implement.

2. Frequency-based conversion: This refers to a system based on one-to-one mapping
tables in which the target codepoint is the first of several alternatives, selected from a list
ordered by frequency of occurrence. Table 5 (in section 2.1.1) is an example of a
frequency-based mapping table.

Although this approach frequently leads to correct results, it is likely to fail in the many
cases where the second (or third) alternative of multiple target mappings is itself of high
frequency, as in the case of ¦, which maps to both TC Q and Ã.

We have investigated several systems based on the frequency approach, and found
numerous errors and omissions. The greatest difficulty in building a frequency-based
code converter is that accurate and comprehensive mapping tables, based on reliable
statistics, did not hitherto exist, and require extensive research to develop. Appendix C
shows an example of incorrect mappings found in a well-known converter, compared
with the mapping tables developed by the CDPS.

3. Candidate-based conversion: This refers to a system based on one-to-many mapping
tables, with the alternative candidates listed in order of frequency of occurrence. In the
case of one-to-many mappings, the user is presented with a list of candidates, either
interactively in the user interface (UI), or as a list in brackets.

Several major Chinese electronic dictionaries and wordprocessors, which claim to support TC,
seem to be based on the simplistic approach. Some Chinese input systems take an approach that
combines both (1) and (2). Approach (3), which is implemented in one of our in-house code
converters, is rarely found.

To sum up, code conversion has the following disadvantages:
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1. If implemented as simplistic conversion, it will normally produce unacceptable results.
2. Even if implemented intelligently (approaches (2) and (3) above), it may require

considerable human intervention in the form of candidate selection and/or post-editing.
3. It totally ignores differences in vocabulary (discussed below).

2.2 Level 2: Orthographic Conversion

2.2.1 Basic Concepts

The next level of sophistication in SC<>TC conversion can be described as word-to-word,
character-based conversion. We call this orthographic conversion, because the units
participating in the conversion process consist of orthographic units: that is, characters or
meaningful combinations of characters that are treated as single entries in dictionaries and
mapping tables.

In this paper, we refer to these as word-units. Word-units represent meaningful linguistic units
such as single-character words (free forms), word elements such as affixes (bound morphemes),
multi-character compound words (free and bound), and even larger units such as idiomatic
phrases. For brevity, we will sometimes use word as a synonym for word-unit if no confusion is
likely to arise.

2.2.2 The Conversion Process

Orthographic conversion is carried out on a word-unit basis in four steps:

1. Segmenting the source sentence or phrase into word-units.
2. Looking up the word-units in orthographic (word-unit) mapping tables.
3. Generating the target word-unit.
4. Outputting the target word-unit in the desired encoding.

For example, the SC phrase �	¦ (VK_ WyXID) ‘comb one's hair,’ is first segmented into the
word-units �  ‘comb’ (single-character free morpheme) and 	¦  ‘hair’ (two-character
compound), each is looked up in the mapping table, and they are converted to the target string �

�Ã. The important point is that 	¦ is not decomposed, but is treated as a single word-unit.
(Actually, this example is complicated by the fact that �� ‘comb one's hair’ is also a
legitimate word-unit.)

The following is an example of an orthographic (word-unit) mapping table. Appendix B gives a
more detailed table.

Table 7: Orthographic Mapping Table

SC Word-Unit TC Word-Unit Pinyin Meaning

	¦ �Ã WyXID hair

NV N� Wq]K�QJ characteristic

Ï¦ ÏQ FK_I� start off

Gº Sº J�Q]jR dry

l¡ l¶ jQO+ secretly

�¡ �¡ TL�QO+ long distance

 � {� TL~TL�Q a swing
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It is important to note that in both code conversion and orthographic conversion, the results must
be in orthographic correspondence with the source. That is, the source and target are merely
orthographic variants of the same underlying lexeme (see section 2.3.1 below). This means that
each source character must be either identical to, or in exact one-to-one correspondence with, the
target character.

For example, in converting SC vl� (MuVXjQM)) to TC Ýl4 ‘computer’, v corresponds to
Ý, l corresponds to l (identical glyph), and � corresponds to 4 on a one-to-one basis.
No attempt is made to “translate” SC vl� to TC Ð; (GLjQQ�R), as is done in lexemic
(Level 3) conversion.

2.3 Level 3: Lexemic Conversion

2.3.1 Basic Concepts

Orthographic conversion works well as long the source and target words are in orthographic
correspondence, as in the case of SC 	¦ and TC �Ã. Unfortunately, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
and the PRC have sometimes taken different paths in coining technical terminology. As a result,
there are numerous cases where SC and TC have entirely different words for the same concept.
Probably the best known of these is computer, which is normally vl� (MuVXjQM)) in SC and
Ð� (GLjQQ�R) in TC.

The next level of sophistication in SC<>TC conversion is to take these differences into account by
"translating" from one to the other, which can be described as word-to-word, lexicon-based
conversion. We call this lexemic conversion, because the units participating in the conversion
process consist of semantic units, or lexemes.

A lexeme is a basic unit of vocabulary, such as a single-character word, affix, or compound word.
In this paper, it also denotes larger units, such as idiomatic phrases. For practical purposes, it is
similar to the word-units used in orthographic conversion, but the term lexeme is used here to
emphasize the semantic nature of the conversion process.

In a sense, converting one lexeme to another is like translating between two languages, but we
call it lexemic conversion, not "translation," since it is limited to words and phrases of closely-
related varieties of a single standard language, and no change is made in the word order (as is
done in normal bilingual translation).

2.3.2 The Conversion Process

Let us take the SC string ¶DÙÛ ([)Q[u FKaO+) ‘information processing’, as an example. It is
first segmented into the lexemes ¶D and ÙÛ, each is looked up in a lexemic mapping table,
and they are then converted to the target string �ß*Û (])[�Q FKaO+).

It is important to note that ¶D and �ß are not in orthographic correspondence; that is, they
are distinct lexemes in their own right, not just orthographic variants of the same lexeme. This is
not unlike the difference between American English ‘gasoline’ and British English ‘petrol’.

The difference between ÙÛ and *Û, on the other hand, is analogous to the difference
between American English ‘color’ and the British English ‘colour’, which are orthographic
variants of the same lexeme. This analogy to English must not be taken too literally, since the
English and Chinese writing systems are fundamentally different.

Lexemic conversion is similar to orthographic conversion, but differs from it in two important
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ways:

1. The mapping tables must map one lexeme to another on a semantic level, if appropriate.
For example, SC vl� must map to its TC lexemic equivalent Ð;, not to its
orthographic equivalent Ýl4.

2. The segmentation algorithm must be sophisticated enough to identify proper nouns, since
the choice of target character could depend on whether the lexeme is a proper noun or not
(see section 2.3.3 below).

The following is an example of a lexemic mapping table.

Table 8: Lexemic Mapping Table

English SC Lexeme SC Pinyin TC Lexeme TC Pinyin

bit " ZqL "� ZqL\XiQ

byte ,W ]uMLp "�� ZqL\XiQ]a

CD-ROM � JX�QJSiQ �t JX�QJGLp

computer vl� MuVXjQM) Ð; GLjQQ�R

database ECh VK�M�N� �n� ])OLjRN�

file \Ë ZpQMLjQ i� GjQJ·jQ

information ¶D [)Q[u �ß ])[�Q

Internet µN& \)QWqZ�QJ �p�Ä Z�QJMu�Z�QJO�

software DË UX�QMLjQ ´© UX�QW+

week ôô [)QJT) �± O+EDu

As can be seen, the above table maps the semantic content of the lexemes of one variety of Chinese to the
other, and in that respect is identical in structure to a bilingual glossary.

2.3.3 Proper Nouns

Another aspect of lexemic conversion is the treatment of proper nouns. The conversion of proper
nouns from SC to TC, and vice versa, poses special problems, both in the segmentation process,
and in the compilation of mapping tables. A major difficulty is that many non-Chinese (and even
some Chinese) proper nouns are not in orthographic correspondence. In such cases, both code
converters and orthographic converters will invariably produce incorrect results.

The principal issues in converting proper nouns are:

1. Segmentation: The segmentation algorithm must be sophisticated enough to identify
proper nouns, since the choice of target character(s) could depend on whether the lexeme
is a proper noun or not.

2. Non-Chinese names: For some non-Chinese proper nouns, TC and SC use different
characters. For example, SC ��¿ (N�QQtGt), a transliteration of ‘Kennedy’, maps to
TC íÏ¿ (J�QQ�LGt). Note how � and � do not orthographically correspond to í
and Ï.

3. Two-dimensional mappings: Sometimes, a source must map to a target along two
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dimensions: ordinary vocabulary and proper nouns. For example, SC = maps to either
TC = or � (or even ®) in ordinary words, but only to = in personal names.

Following is an example of a mapping table for non-Chinese names that are not in orthographic
correspondence.

Table 9: Lexemic Mapping Table for Non-Chinese Names

English SC Source Correct TC Incorrect TC

Berlin Wall ¤ln ¤lâ� ¤l�

Chad "l º� "l

Georgia %�o ��s %�s

Kennedy ��¿ íÏ¿ ��¿

Wisconsin ÖÀ�ô ÖÀ�p ÖÀ�ô

There are numerous other examples of this kind. These differences are not only extremely
interesting in themselves, but have practical consequences. That is, since code and orthographic
converters ignore them, they produce the unacceptable results shown in the “Incorrect TC”
column above

Below is an example of two-dimensional mappings, as explained in item (3) above:

Table 10: Two-Dimensional Mappings

SC Source Pinyin TC as Name TC as Word

= ]KGX = = � ®

¦ I� Q Q Ã
" FiL " " i

This means that SC ¦, when used as a name, must always be converted to TC Q, never to TC
Ã. This is quite difficult, since the segmenter must be intelligent enough to distinguish between a
character used as a word as opposed to a proper noun. This is a complex issue that deserves a
paper in its own right.

2.4 Contextual Conversion

2.4.1 Basic Concepts

The highest level of sophistication in SC<>TC conversion can be described as word-to-
word, context-based translation. We call this contextual conversion, because the
semantic and syntactic context must be analyzed to correctly convert certain ambiguous
polysemous lexemes that map to multiple target lexemes.

As we have seen, orthographic converters have a major advantage over code converters
in that they process word-units, rather than single codepoints. Thus SC NV (Wq]K�QJ)
‘characteristic’, for example, is correctly converted to TC N� (not to the incorrect   
NV ). Similarly, lexemic converters process lexemes. For example, SC �
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(JX�QJSiQ) 'CD-ROM' is converted to the lexemically equivalent TC �t (JX�QJGLp),
not to its orthographically equivalent but incorrect �¹.

This works well most of the time, but there are special cases in which a polysemous SC
lexeme maps to multiple TC lexemes, any of which may be correct, depending on the
semantic context. We will refer to these as ambiguous polygraphic compounds.

One-to-many mappings of polysemous SC compounds occur both on the orthographic
level and the lexemic level. SC \Ë (ZpQMLjQ) is a case in point. In the sense of
‘document’, it maps to itself, that is, to TC \Ë; but in the sense of ‘data file’, it maps to
TC i� (GjQJ·jQ). This could occur in the TC-to-SC direction too. For example, TC
�n (])OLjR) maps to SC �n in the sense of ‘material(s); means’, but to SC EC

(VK�M�) in the sense of 'data'.

2.4.2 The Conversion Process

To our knowledge, converters that can automatically convert ambiguous polygraphic
compounds do not exist. This requires sophisticated technology that is similar to that
used in bilingual machine translation. Such a system would typically be capable of
parsing the text stream into phrases, identifying their syntactic functions, segmenting the
phrases into lexemes and identifying their parts of speech, and performing semantic
analysis to determine the specific sense in which an ambiguous polygraphic compound is
used.

The CDPS is currently developing a “pseudo-contextual” conversion system that offers a
partial solution to this difficult task. It does not do syntactic and semantic analysis, but
aims to achieve a high level of accuracy by a semi-automatic process that requires user
interaction. To this end we are:

1. Building a database of one-to-many mappings for ambiguous polygraphic
compounds.

2. Developing a user interface that allows the user to manually select from a list of
candidates.

The following is an example of a mapping table for ambiguous polygraphic compounds,
both on the orthographic and the lexemic levels.

Table 11: Ambiguous Polygraphic Compounds

SC Source TC Alternative 1 TC Alternative 2

ë� ½� organize; establish ½Ò make by knitting

�1 �1 creation (music etc.) Ò1 manufacture

RG RN do in vain RG strong liquor

	G ES let pickles dry EG even numbers

\Ë i� (data) file \Ë document

2.4.3 The Ultimate Converter

Our ultimate goal is to develop a contextual converter that will achieve near-perfect
conversion accuracy. Such a converter should be capable of, among other things, to:

1. Perform sophisticated parsing based on syntactic and semantic analysis.
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2. Identify proper nouns and other parts of speech.
3. Include comprehensive, frequency-based, one-to-many code mapping tables.
4. Include comprehensive orthographic and lexemic one-to-many mapping tables.
5. Include comprehensive two-dimensional, one-to-many mapping tables for proper

nouns.
6. Automatically convert polygraphic lexemes, including ambiguous polygraphic

compounds.
7. Operate in batch mode or through user interaction.

The following is an SC sentence that will no doubt confuse even the most sophisticated
conversion engine:

¦qÌ¦®ÖõôÄºì� ¦�[�	¦[õô"

Hey, Fa! Could you please send this fax?
Fa nodded his head and sent the fax.

The most advanced converters today could not possibly do better than:

Qq QîÖ�ôÄº£� Q³[³�Ã[�ô"

A Chinese speaker will find it humorous that the converter confused the independent SC
words 	 (WyX) ‘head’ and ¦ (I�) ‘send’ with the compound word 	¦ (WyXID) ‘hair’.
The ideal contextual converter should be able to identify these as independent words that
happen to be contiguous, and, hopefully, should be able to generate the correct:

Qq QîÖ�ôÄº£? Q³[³�Q[�ô"

Ironically, a simplistic code converter, precisely because it does not recognize word-units,
will probably give the correct results in this case, but for the wrong reasons! Admittedly,
this is a contrived example. But it is a perfectly natural Chinese sentence, and clearly
demonstrates the pitfalls and complexities of Chinese to Chinese conversion.
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3. Discussion and Analysis

3.1 SC-to-TC Conversion Sample

Following is an example of SC-to-TC lexemic (Level 3) conversion.

6LPSOLILHG &KLQHVH (Cï²U(,)

�C+vl�=z,Yz(!+%�oDËéK�,�TYÖ�

��¿ä!aTñü;Y+¶DÙÛéK�,�TY=ñ�.]!

ýn��s[Hc+µN&Y��,�+¶DôAÄYÿ:,

Y¦=ï"KéÎcãIùéK�!ÛÝKÕ¦Y+µN&¶D

ECh,°![}�"

7UDGLWLRQDO &KLQHVH (Ï8Yàs�©,)

�¯+Ð;��,Y�ã!+��s´©éK�,�LYÖ�í

Ï¿ä!a¸FüMY+�ß*ÛéK�,�L=F%.]!ý

n�Þ{[±�+�p�ÄYÓ�,�+�ßôAÄYÿ[,

YQ=Ø"ûéâ�ãI>éK�!ÜÝJ`QY+�p�Ä�

ß�n�,�![ã«"

(QJOLVK 7UDQVODWLRQ

According to the Computer Weekly, the director of the Georgia Software
Research Institute William Kennedy, and the director of Canton University's
Information Processing Institute Professor Dongfeng Zhou, held a press
conference in Hong Kong on the topics “The Internet Today” and “The Future of
the Information Superhighway.” They also discussed the plans of both institutes
to build a “Database of Internet Information.”

The above passage, which is an example of SC-to-TC lexemic conversion, has several interesting
features that demonstrate the principal challenges that must be overcome to achieve near-perfect
conversion. Below we will examine the various issues related to the conversion process for each
of the first three levels.

3.2 Code Conversion Issues

Let us first consider what would happen if the above passage were converted with a plain code
converter. We did this with a popular wordprocessor developed by a Chinese university, and got
the following (highly unacceptable) results:
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�¯+[Ýl4]{=�},Y[�(]!+[%�q][´Ë]éK�,�
LYÖ�[��¿]ä!a¸FüMY+[¶D]*ÛéK�,�L
Y={F�}.]!ýn�Þ{[{±c}+[µN�]YÓ�,�+[¶
D]ôAÄYÿ[,YQ=Ø"{Ké}{âc}ãI>éK�!Ü
{ÝK}`QY+[µN�][¶D][M¯�],�![ã«"

The above brief passage contains six orthographic errors, enclosed in braces, and 11 lexemic
errors, enclosed in square brackets. 29 out of 105 characters, or about 28%, were converted
incorrectly. For now, we will ignore lexemic errors (such as vl� being converted to Ýl4),
all of which were converted incorrectly. The table below shows the orthographic errors (“TC
Result”), the correct TC equivalents, and other potential candidates.

Table 12: SC-to-TC Conversion Results

SC Source TC Result Correct TC Correct Other Candidates

�T �L �L yes

ü; üM üM yes

n� n� n� yes

ÿ: ÿ[ ÿ[ yes

¦= Q= Q= yes Q= Ã= Q� Ã�
ñ� F� F% no F�

=z =� �� no =� ®�
Ké Ké ûé no Jé Ké
ÝK ÝK ÝJ no ÝK Ýû
Hc ±c ±� no ±c

Îc âc â� no âc

SC compound words consisting of characters that map to only one TC character have only one
TC candidate, and were therefore converted with 100% accuracy. Some compounds containing
polygraphic characters, such as SC ¦ (which maps to TC Q and Ã), were sometimes
converted correctly, as in the case of ¦= to Q=. But in other cases, as in SC = (which
maps to TC =, � and ®), they were often converted incorrectly, as happened with =z

being converted to =�, as well as in five other cases.

The above analysis demonstrates how unreliable code conversion can be.

3.3 Orthographic Conversion Issues

The failure to convert SC =z, Ké and other words correctly could be resolved by using
Level 2 orthographic conversion. Such compounds are recognized as word-units by the segmenter,
are looked up in the orthographic mapping tables, and are then unambiguously converted to their
correct TC equivalents.
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The following is an example of a table that maps SC word-units to TC word-units on the
orthographic level.

Table 13: Orthographic Equivalents

SC Source TC Target Pinyin English

ü; üM Gj[Xp university

�s �{ MaEjQ conduct, hold

�T �L VXI]K�QJ chief

ÙÛ *Û FKaO+ processing

ñ� F% GGQJI�QJ Donfgeng (a name)

=z �� ]KGXEjR weekly publication

Ké ûé EuQJTL� moreover

ÝK ÝJ KpEuQJ merge

Hc ±� JX�Q\~ about, concerning

Îc â� GXu\~ regarding

Using such tables ensures correct conversion on a word-unit level, and avoids the problems inherent in
one-to-one code converters.

3.4 Lexemic Conversion Issues

As we have seen, code and orthographic converters are incapable of dealing with lexemic
differences, such as between SC vl� and TC Ð;, since these are distinct lexemes for the
same concept. There are also many non-Chinese proper nouns that are not transliterated with the
same characters. For example, SC %�o (]XI]Ku\j), a phonetic transliteration of ‘Georgia’,
should map to TC ��s (TLiR]Ku\j), not to its orthographically equivalent %�s.

As the “Correct” column in the table below shows, all the SC lexemes and proper nouns which
are not in orthographic correspondence with their TC equivalents were converted incorrectly.

Table 14: Lexemic Equivalents

English SC Lexeme SC Pinyin TC Lexeme TC Pinyin Correct

computer vl� MuVXjQM) Ð; GLjQQ�R no

database ECh VK�M�N� �n� ])OLjRN� no

Georgia %�o ]XI]Ku\j ��s TLiR]Ku\j no

information ¶D [)Q[u �ß ])[�Q no

Internet µN& \)QWqZ�QJ �p�Ä Z�QJMu�Z�QJO� no

Kennedy ��¿ N�QQtGt íÏ¿ J�QQ�LGt no

report z( EjRGjR �ã EjRG�R no

software DË UX�QMLjQ ´© UX�QW+ no
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The above analysis demonstrates that the use of lexemic mapping tables is essential to the
attainment of a high level of conversion accuracy.

3.5 TC-to-SC Conversion

The one-to-many mapping problem is not limited to the SC-to-TC direction. In fact, most of the
difficulties encountered in SC-to-TC conversion are present in TC-to-SC conversion as well.
However, the one-to-many mappings on the orthographic level are far less numerous in the TC-
to-SC direction.

Nevertheless, we have found a few dozen polygraphic traditional characters that map to two
simplified forms, as shown in the table below.

Table 15: TC-to-SC One-to-Many Mappings

TC Source SC Target Meaning SC Example

, ]KH � particle ��

, ]K� , writings ,1

S J�Q G dry Gº

S TLiQ S male S9

� ]K�QJ V go on journey TV

� ]K+ � ancient note ��§��

� \~ c at, in Hc

� \~ � Yu (a surname) ��ô

Some of these characters, such as TC , which maps to SC , and �, are of high frequency
and are found in hundreds of compound words, so that TC-to-SC conversion is not as trivial as
may appear at first sight.

It is worthwhile noting that TC-to-SC mappings are not always reversible. For example, SC ã

(KzX) 'after; queen' maps to both TC a (KzX) ‘after’ and to TC ã (KzX) ‘queen’, whereas the
SC surname a maps only to TC a. This means that SC-to-TC mapping tables must be
maintained separately from TC-to-SC mapping tables.

3.6 How Severe is the Problem?

What is the extent of this problem? Let us look at some statistics. A number of surveys, such as
[Xiandai 1986], have demonstrated that the 2000 most frequent SC characters account for
approximately 97% of all characters occurring in contemporary SC corpora. Of these, 238
simplified forms, or almost 12%, are polygraphic; that is, they map to two or more traditional
forms. This is a significant percentage, and is one of the principal difficulties in converting SC to
TC accurately.

Going in the other direction, from TC to SC, the scope of the problem is much more limited, but
we have found that about 20 of the 2000 most frequent Big Five characters, based on a corpus of
more than 170 million TC characters [Huang 1994], map to multiple SC characters.

But these figures tell only part of the story, because they are based on single characters. To
properly grasp the full magnitude of this problem, we must examine the occurrence of all word-
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units that contain polygraphic characters.

Some preliminary calculations based on our comprehensive Chinese lexical database, which
currently contains more than 700,000 items [Halpern 1994, 1998], show that more than 20,000 of
the approximately 97,000 most common SC word-units contain at least one polygraphic character,
which leads to one-to-many SC-to-TC mappings. This represents an astounding 21%. A similar
calculation for TC-to-SC mappings resulted in 3025, or about 3.5%, out of the approximately
87,000 most common TC word-units. These figures demonstrate that merely converting one
codepoint to another, especially in the SC-to-TC direction, will lead to unacceptable results.

Since many high-frequency polygraphic characters are components of hundreds, or even
thousands, of compound words, incorrect conversion will be a common occurrence unless the
one-to-many mappings are disambiguated by (1) segmenting the byte stream into semantically
meaningful units (word-units or lexemes) and, (2) analyzing the context to determine the correct
choice out of the multiple candidates.

4. A New Conversion Technology

4.1 Project Overview

In 1996, the Tokyo-based CJK Dictionary Publishing Society (CDPS), which specializes in
CJK computational lexicography [Halpern 1994, 1998], launched a project whose ultimate goal is
to develop a Chinese-to-Chinese conversion system that gives near-perfect results. This has been
a major undertaking that required considerable investment of funds and human resources.

To this end, we have engaged in the following research and development activities:

1. In-depth investigation of all the technical and linguistic issues related to Chinese to
Chinese conversion.

2. Construction of SC<>TC mapping tables for the first three conversion levels.
3. Development of Chinese word segmentation technology in collaboration with Basis

Technology (Cambridge, Massachusetts) .

To achieve a high level of conversion accuracy, our mapping tables are comprehensive, and
include approximately 700,000 general vocabulary lexemes, technical terms, and proper nouns.
They also include various other attributes, such as pinyin readings, grammatical information, part
of speech, and semantic classification codes.

4.2 System Components

Below is a brief description of the principal components of the conversion system, especially of
our mapping tables:

1. Code mapping tables: Our SC<>TC code mapping tables are comprehensive and
complete. They are not restricted to the GB 2312-80 and Big Five character sets, but
cover all Unicode codepoints. In the case of one-to-many SC-to-TC mappings, the
candidates are arranged in order of frequency based on statistics derived from a massive
corpus of 170 million characters, as well as on several years of research by our team of
TC specialists. See Appendix A for an example.

2. Orthographic mapping tables: Constructing accurate orthographic mapping tables for
tens of thousands of polygraphic compounds requires extensive manual labor. Our team
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of TC specialists has been compiling such tables by examining and double-checking each
word individually. See Appendix B for an example.

3. Lexemic mapping tables: Constructing accurate lexemic mapping tables is even more
laborious, since there is no orthographic correspondence between the SC and TC
characters, and since dictionaries showing SC/TC differences do not (seem to) exist. Each
word must be examined individually, while taking into account the extra complications
resulting from ambiguous polygraphic compounds (see section 2.4.2). See section 2.3.2
for an example.

4. Proper noun mapping tables: Special treatment has been given to proper nouns,
especially personal and place names. Our mapping tables for Chinese and non-Chinese
names currently contain about 270,000 items. Unlike lexemic tables, these tables present
a special complication because of the need for two-dimensional mappings. See section
2.3.3 for details and an example.

5. Conversion Engine: The conversion engine was developed by Basis Technology in
collaboration with the CDPS. Its major components are: (1) a sophisticated Chinese
word segmenter, which segments the text stream into word-units and identifies their
grammatical functions, and (2) the conversion module, which looks up the word-units in
the mapping tables and generates the output in the target encoding

4.3 Conclusions

Chinese to Chinese conversion has become increasingly important to the localization, translation,
and publishing industries, as well as to software developers aspiring to penetrate the East Asian
market. But, as we have seen, the issues are complex and require a major effort to build mapping
tables and to develop segmentation technology.

The CJK Dictionary Publishing Society finds itself in a unique position to provide software
developers with high quality Chinese lexical resources and reliable conversion technology,
thereby eliminating expensive manual labor and significantly reducing costs. We are convinced
that our ongoing research and development efforts in this area are inexorably leading us toward
achieving the elusive goal of building the perfect converter.
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Appendixes

Appendix A: Code Conversion Mapping Tables

Table A-1: SC-to-TC Code Mapping Table

GB Code Source SC Target TC Big Five Codes

B0B5 l l � B774 EEEE

B2C5 " " i A47E C5D7

B3D4 Ø Ø � A659 B3F0

B5D6 � � I ² A9E8 ACBB DBD3

B6AC � � ê A556 C35D

B7E1 � % � } C2D7 A4A5 ADB7

B8F6 ÿ à \ ADD3 BAE7

C0DB � � b B2D6 F5EC

C3B9 Þ Þ É BE60 C5F0

CAAC  "  ABCD A472

D5F7 V � V BC78 A9BA

DAD6 ú ¶ ï EBAC EEB0

F3BD � � � F96E F8BE

Table A-2: TC-to-SC Code Mapping Table

Big Five Source TC Target SC GB0 (EUC)

AB5D � � BED6

ADB7 } £ � B7E7 B7E1

B054 ß � D1B6

B0A2 2 * C9C2

B0AE S G S B8C9 C7AC

B16A � � C7BF

B3CA m ó C9A1

B3F2 â É CEA7

B6C4 � 8 D3B6

BAE0 ` � BCE3

BBB1 Ñ � BED6

BC78 � V � D5F7 E1E7

BECA � � C7BF

BFFD Ù * C2BC
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Appendix B

Table B: Orthographic Conversion Mapping Table

SC Source TC Target

l� l�

lÖ l�

l¡ l¶

lü �ü

Rl R�

Þ¡ É¡

Þ½ Þ½

Þ¡ É¡

NV N�

6V 6�

 V {�

TV LV

ÏV ÏV

�° ��

Ð� @b

�Ô �Ô

�Ê }Ð
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Appendix C

Table C: Some Incorrect Mappings in a Popular Converter

GB (EUC) SC Source Incorrect TC Correct TC

B7E1 � � % % � }
C3B4 � � � �
D4C6 f f Ç Ç f
CAB2 � � ï �
B6AC � � � ê
BCB8 µ µ S S µ
BACF Ý Ý Ý y
BAF3 ã ã a ã
B8B4 â ~ Ü ~ Ü [ â
CAAC   " 
B8C9 G G N N S G {
D5F7 V V � V
B5D6 � � � I ²
BDDC E E f f E
B4D6 l l l y
B7B6 Ø Ø Ø �
B8B2 [ [ [

C3B9 Þ Þ Þ É
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